RELEASE OF INFORMATION AUTHORIZATION FORM

This is to authorize the International Student Center at San Diego State University, where I am currently enrolled or have attended in the past, to release information related to my studies to my sponsors. Additionally, this information may be released to a parent or guardian if they have been listed by name below.

Specifically, I acknowledge that as part of my sponsorship/scholarship award, my sponsors, and/or parents or guardians are allowed to discuss the following information:

1. My registration and grades for any academic term.
2. Disclosure of any academic or personal situation that may affect my current or future enrollment at the university.
3. Complete disclosure of any disciplinary or punitive action taken by the university either for academic or personal conduct violations.

This statement allows the university to release the information indicated both in written and oral communication with sponsors and/or parent or guardian.

Once this information is released to the party you designate, your information is no longer protected by U.S. Federal law and the confidentiality of your information cannot be assured. This agreement shall remain in effect until the expiration date(s) or revoked in writing by the student. Such a written revocation must be signed and dated by the student and must be delivered to the the International Student Center at San Diego State University.

Date: ________________________________

Signature: ________________________________

Printed Name: ________________________________

SDSU Red ID: ________________________________

Phone number: ________________________________

Email address: ________________________________

Sponsor: ________________________________

Name of parents or legal guardians (optional): ________________________________